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ANALYSIS

Eurasian Economic Union: Undergoing A Durability Test
By Gennady Chufrin, Moscow

Abstract
This article considers the positives of, and challenges facing, Eurasian economic integration. The EEU has begun 
in a challenging economic context, with a global recession, low global energy prices and Western sanctions on Rus-
sia. Nonetheless, the project continues to move ahead and is seeking to overcome such challenges. It is argued that 
the EEU has a fair chance of succeeding in the long-term, but will have to travel a difficult uphill road to do so.

The future of the Eurasian economic integration 
project—which started in 2010 when the Customs 

Union (CU) between Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus 
was established and then moved into its next stage by 
establishing the Eurasian Economic Union in January 
2015—is now the subject of active debate between its 
supporters and critics, both at home and abroad.

This debate has been provoked by various impediments 
that have accompanied the implementation of this proj-
ect from its very start, but which have become particularly 
acute in the last couple of years. The arguments voiced 
in favor and against the sustainability of this project are 
equally polemic and divisive. To escape simplistic answers, 
it is necessary to conduct a multi-dimensional evaluation of 
the Eurasian economic project, which takes into account 
all the various relevant factors and tendencies: not only eco-
nomic considerations, but also political and social factors.

The Customs Union: a Positive First Step 
Towards Eurasian Economic Integration
Two and a half decades after the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, most of its former constituent Republics have 
failed to achieve either stable and sustained rates of eco-
nomic growth or noticeable improvements in living stan-
dards for their populations. Under these conditions, the 
idea of reaching these goals by collective and collabor-
ative methods has become increasingly popular. A spe-
cial role in this process has been attributed to the Eur-
asian economic integration project.

One should not be surprised, therefore, by the excep-
tionally high level of public support for this project in many 
post-Soviet states. In 2013–2014, according to the data of 
the Eurasian Development Bank, 68 per cent of the popu-
lation in Belarus and 79 per cent in Russia approved of their 
countries’ participation in Eurasian economic integration, 
while in Kazakhstan the rate of approval exceeded 80 per 
cent. Similar public attitudes to participation in the Eur-
asian economic integration project were evident in Tajik-
istan (75 per cent of its population), Kyrgyzstan (72 per 
cent), Armenia (67 per cent) and Moldova (54 per cent).1

1 Center for Integration Studies, Eurasian Development Bank: see 
<http://www.centre.eabr.org>; q.v. chart (opinion poll) on p. 21 

Among the most important factors for such positive 
public perception was the positive record of mutual trade 
between the three members of the Customs Union dur-
ing the first four years of its operation (2010–2013). Dur-
ing this period, the volume of their trade relations grew 
by 36 per cent, exceeding the growth rate for their trade 
with the rest of the world. Also, the commodity struc-
ture within their trade relations demonstrated a clear ten-
dency for greater sophistication. Thus, for instance, the 
share of machinery and equipment in their trade rela-
tions in 2010, according to the Russian Commerce & 
Industry Chamber, was 16.5 per cent, but by 2013 had 
grown to 20.4 per cent.2 It is also worth noting that, at 
the same time, the share of machinery and equipment 
in the three CU member-states’ trade with the rest of 
the world continued to account for only around 2.5 per 
cent of their aggregate exports.

It should be emphasized that these positive changes 
became possible to a large extent because the CU has served 
to restore many of the pre-existing commercial, technologi-
cal and production links between its member states, which 
had been broken by the collapse of the Soviet Union. In 
addition, it has also led to the creation of new business ties.

The implementation of measures to promote Eur-
asian economic integration has not only had a positive 
impact in intensifying trade flows between CU mem-
bers, it has also helped to increase their mutual invest-
ment activities. Thus, in the opinion of Dr. Leila Muzap-
arova from the Kazakhstan Institute of Strategic Studies: 

“Cooperation in investment activities among countries 
participating in the Eurasian integration never slowed 
down. From 2010 on, the growth in investments from 
Russia and Belarus to Kazakhstan was maintained con-
tinuously at a rate exceeding that of growth in invest-
ments from the rest of the world.”3

of Russian Analytical Digest no. 165 (17th March 2015).
2 Na evpraziiskom prostranstve proiskhodit aktivizatsiya integra-

tsionnikh protsessov, (Activization of integration processes tak-
ing place in the Eurasian Space) TPP-Inform.ru, 14 January 2015

3 L. Muzaparova “Kazakhstan v Evrazijskom sojuze: problemy i 
ojidanija” (“Kazakhstan in the Eurasian Union: Problems and 
Expectations”), “Metally Evrazii”(Eurasian Metals). Moscow 
2015. no. 1, p. 10

http://www.centre.eabr.org/
http://www.css.ethz.ch/publications/DetailansichtPubDB_EN?rec_id=3271
http://www.tpp-inform.ru/economy_business/5383.html
http://www.tpp-inform.ru/economy_business/5383.html
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This phenomenon has also been noted by Russian 
President Vladimir Putin. In addressing a meeting of 
the leaders of Belarus, Kazakhstan and Russia in Astana 
in March 2015, he said: “The volume of Russian direct 
investment in Belarus and Kazakhstan has recently 
reached US$ 18 billion, while the direct investment 
from these two countries into the Russian economy 
amounts to no less than US$ 10 billion. As a result, over 
7 thousand joint companies have been set up”.4

Furthermore, notable progress has been achieved in 
establishing a common labor market among the CU mem-
bers. They succeeded in concluding several agreements 
aimed at making their national labor laws more uniform. 
Special attention has been paid to establishing a common 
policy on employment, medical care and social insurance 
for labor migrants, who move between these three coun-
tries. Such steps are not only aimed at establishing a solid 
legal basis for labor relations between the member states, 
but also at giving their own citizens equal rights.

Summarizing the above, one may conclude, with 
good reason, that the level of progress and achievements 
reached during the initial stage of the Eurasian economic 
integration project are quite impressive.

EEU: Beginning in Difficult Economic 
Circumstances
However, after the promising early years of the Customs 
Union, during the second half of 2013, and especially 
during 2014, a variety of negative events and tenden-
cies began to pile-up, resulting in a slowdown in mutual 
trade and the postponement of several other integration 
schemes. The reasons of this reversal in fortunes were 
both internal and external.

The slowdown in trade relations was partly due to 
the large number of special sectorial and goods exemp-
tions from the CU’s trade rules and regulations. Orig-
inally, such exemptions were established as temporary 
protective measures, and were intended to function for 
only a limited transition period. But, several years later, 
over 400 exemptions were still in place due to some pre-
text or other. As a result, a number of problems started 
to affect interstate-CU trade, including trade in such 
commodities as oil, natural gas and their products, med-
icines and a number of food products.

An even more adverse factor for the CU economies 
and cooperation between them was the negative trends 
in the global economy and finances, with recession in 
many developed economies and a decline in their con-

4 Zayavleniya dlya pressy po itogam vstrechi liderov Rossii, Belo-
russii i Kazakhstana (“Statements for Press on the Results of the 
Meeting of Leaders of Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan”), Krem-
lin, 20 March 2015

sumption. These developments resulted in, among other 
consequences, a sharp fall in world prices for many raw 
materials and energy commodities, including oil. The 
latter was especially painful for Russia and Kazakh-
stan, whose economies were strongly dependent on the 
export of oil and natural gas. It was of little surprise, 
therefore, that export revenues, trade balances and bal-
ances of payments in both states were seriously affected, 
forcing them to revise the original plans for integration.

On top of these challenges, the outbreak of the cri-
sis in Ukraine led to the US and its allies applying puni-
tive sanctions on Russia. These sanctions caused sub-
stantial damage not only to Russia’s economy, but also 
indirectly to Russia’s Eurasian partners as their econo-
mies are closely linked to Russia’s. As a result, the cur-
rencies of both Kazakhstan and Belarus were devalued, 
and both experienced a slowdown in local business activ-
ity and a reduction in public consumption levels.

Taken as a whole, the factors outlined above have 
undoubtedly had a serious negative impact on the prog-
ress of the Eurasian integration project. Thus, according 
to the Eurasian Economic Commission, the volume of 
mutual trade fell in 2014 by 11 per cent as compared to 
the previous year.5 This downward trend continued, and 
even intensified, in the first four months of 2015. Due to 
the adverse factors outlined above and a strong devalua-
tion of the Russian ruble at the end of 2014, the estimated 
(in US dollars) volume of EEU mutual trade declined by 
33.2 per cent compared to the first four months of 2014.6

However, these negative consequences from the global 
recession, the fall in world oil prices and Western eco-
nomic sanctions have only served to delay the process of 
Eurasian economic integration process, not to terminate 
it. The leaders of Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus took 
joint decisions aimed at continuing and facilitating their 
integration plans. In May 2014, they signed the treaty 
that established the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU). 
Thus, making a clear choice in favor of closer interstate 
cooperation to resolve the common economic problems 
that they face, to modernize and upgrade their national 
economies and to increase their competitiveness on a 
global scale. In January 2015, after the Treaty had been 
ratified by the national parliaments of its founding mem-
bers, the EEU officially came into being. The same month, 
Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan were joined in the EEU 
by Armenia, who became the fourth fully-fledged mem-
ber. And, in May 2015, it was announced that Kyrgyz-
stan would become the EEU’s fifth member state.

5 Eurasian Economic Commission report, 16 February 2015; q.v. 
Statistics on p. 13.

6 Eurasian Economic Commission report, 15 June 2015; q.v. Sta-
tistics on p. 14.

http://kremlin.ru/events/president/transcripts/47893
http://kremlin.ru/events/president/transcripts/47893
http://eurasiancommission.org/ru/act/integr_i_makroec/dep_stat/tradestat/analytics/Documents/express/JanDecember2014.pdf
http://eurasiancommission.org/ru/act/integr_i_makroec/dep_stat/tradestat/analytics/Documents/express/Apr2015.pdf
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EEU: Priorities and Goals
The EEU Treaty not only sets out the general principles 
for more intensive cooperation between its signatories, but 
it also specifies the concrete areas in which such coopera-
tion will occur, setting both priorities and dates for their 
achievement. Particular attention is given to those stat-
utes and regulations aimed at the formation of the EEU 
common market for commodities, services, capital and 
labor. July 2016 was set as the deadline for formulating a 
program to create a common market for electricity, with 
July 2019 as the stated completion date for this program. 
Another provision covers the very important issue of estab-
lishing a common market for oil and natural gas within 
the period of 2018–2024. For this purpose, it was agreed 
that the signatories would eliminate existing technical, 
administrative and other barriers that interfere with the 
free trade of energy products, equipment and technolo-
gies. It was also decided that transport infrastructure for a 
common market of energy resources should be developed.

If the creation of a common energy market may take 
a rather long time, progress towards a common labor 
market is proceeding at a much faster rate. Even before 
the official inauguration of the EEU, a high degree of 
labor mobility between the EEU member states had been 
developed. All that was lacking to complete the forma-
tion of a common labor market, in the opinion of Victor 
Khristenko, head of the Eurasian Economic Commis-
sion, was the adoption of common pension legislation.7

Alongside the steps aimed at establishing common 
labor and energy markets, the signatories also agreed that 
they would begin working on the formation of common 
markets for financial, transport, construction and tele-
communication services in 2015. While, the formation 
of a common market of medicines should be completed 
by the beginning of 2016.

Following the guidelines in the EEU Treaty, and tak-
ing into account the strong interest of all of its signato-
ries in modernizing their industrial base, the Eurasian 
Economic Commission published proposals in March 
2015 on the priority directions of industrial cooperation 
from a medium-term perspective. Among these direc-
tions, the EEC named as priorities: (a) import substitu-
tion of industrial goods from third countries at EEU mar-
kets, by intensifying mutual supplies of such goods by 
the EEU members; (b) the promotion of production in 
manufacturing industries by mobilizing support for this 
purpose from all the EEU member states; (c) the accelera-
tion of the technological development of members’ indus-
trial complexes and the establishment of a EEU com-
mon bank for technical innovations and achievements.8

7 Ekhoplanet.ru
8 Eurasian Economic Commission, 16 March 2015

To this end, the EEU countries are expected not only 
to continue, but to step up and expand their activities 
towards establishing joint enterprises in such industries as 
machine-building, production of ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals, chemical and pharmaceutical products, produc-
tion of electrical power, the oil & gas industry, automo-
bile production and agricultural machine-building. Fur-
thermore, they are expected to give special attention to 
setting up joint export companies in these industries. The 
principal anticipated results of such industrial coopera-
tion will be the development and expansion of the EEU 
countries’ domestic markets, as well as reduction in local 
unemployment. Also, this policy may help to intensify 
domestic business activities, bring down current inflation 
rates and build-up an effective consumer demand among 
the populations in the EEU member states.

This industrial program is, of course, of critical 
importance for the future of the Eurasian Economic 
Union and, in fact, for the whole Eurasian economic 
project. Its success or failure will depend on a num-
ber of factors, among them the ability of participating 
countries to overcome the adverse impact of Western 
sanctions on their access to external bank credits and 
investments. To do that, the EEU members will have 
to step-up their cooperation on financial matters and 
to undertake effective measures for raising sufficient 
domestic investments, both government and private.

It was of little surprise, therefore, that at the above 
mentioned summit meeting in Astana, Vladimir Putin 
proposed to upgrade the coordination between the 
financial policies of the EEU member states. He also 
raised the issue of establishing a common monetary 
union. As a follow-up to these proposals, it was decided 
that, by the end of 2015, the central banks of the EEU 
member states should submit their thoughts on concrete 
steps aimed at greater coordination of financial and mon-
etary policies, as well as on the practicalities of creating 
a common monetary union in the foreseeable future.

Yet, the establishment of an EEU monetary union 
and the introduction of a common currency hardly 
appear to be feasible, not just now but also from a 
medium-term perspective. Taking into account the 
experience of the European Union’s adoption of the 
Euro in 2002, which had announced its plan to intro-
duce a common currency as early as the end of 1960s, the 
EEU member states will first need to build a full-fledged 
economic union and create a single market before then 
moving on to establish a monetary union.

What seems to be more realistic and practical in the 
short-term is to promote closer cooperation between 
commercial banks and other financial institutions, in 
order to mobilize domestic resources for effectively 
implementing the already adopted programs for the pro-

http://www.ekhoplanet.ru/russia_486_24847
http://www.eurasiancommission.org/ru/nae/news/Pages/16-03-2015-3.aspx
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duction sectors of the EEU economies. Also important 
for these purposes, would be for the EEU to more vigor-
ously pursue the return of national private capital that is 
now hiding abroad by declaring an amnesty on tax eva-
sion charges for the capital’s owners, and by giving them 
other legal guarantees for a safe return to their states.

The Future Outlook
A major development in the offing that may have a pro-
found impact on the future of the EEU is cooperation 
with China’s New Silk Road initiative. In early May 
2015, the Ministers for Trade of the Eurasian Economic 
Commission and China announced their plans to start 
negotiations on such cooperation in Beijing in July–
August. It is expected that several areas of cooperation 
in industry and transport infrastructure will be singled 

out as areas for cooperation.9 Indeed, it is already known 
that China is interested in building a transcontinental 
high-speed railway road to Europe across the territory 
of the EEU member states and is prepared to make sub-
stantial investments for this purpose. Even though final 
decisions by the EEU and China on this and other proj-
ects may take some time to be reached, the importance 
of this cooperation should not be ignored or underesti-
mated. And, after China announced recently its inten-
tion to establish the Silk Road Fund, there will hardly 
be any shortage of resources for its implementation.

Summarizing the above analysis, one may conclude 
that the EEU project has a fair chance to succeed in spite 
of the serious challenges it is currently facing. But to suc-
ceed, it will certainly have to travel a difficult uphill road.

About the Author
Professor Gennady Chufrin is a member of the Governing Board of the Institute of World Economy and International 
Relations (IMEMO), Moscow. He has authored 10 monographs and over 200 articles on the role of Russia in regional 
and global economic, political and security affairs, published both at home and abroad and in different languages. He 
recently published the book “Ocherky Evrazijskoy integratsii” (Essays of the Eurasian Integration) in Moscow in 2013.  

9 Butrin D., Edovina T. “EAES nachinaet dlitel'nuye peregovory s Kitaem ob ekonomicheskoj integratsii” (“EEU Begins Long Negotiations 
with China on Economic Integration.”) “Kommersant”. Moscow. May 12, 2015

ANALYSIS

A Global Eurasian Region in a “Regiopolar” World-Order
By Maria Lagutina, Saint Petersburg

Abstract
This article considers the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) in light of wider processes of global regionaliza-
tion or regionalization 2.0. It suggests that the conceptual idea of global regionalization serves as the theo-
retical ground for modern Eurasian integration. As a result, the Eurasian Economic Union should be seen 
as an attempt to construct a global region that will be an active part of the emerging “regiopolar” world-
order and global economic space, and hence to ensure that Eurasia does not function solely as a raw-mate-
rial appendage and a set of peripheral states.

The first half of the second decade of the 21st century 
has been marked by the robust dynamics within 

integration projects in various regions of the world. The 
polysemy of these regional transformations is reflected 
in the emergence of supranational structures, an evo-
lution of the transnational/cross-border principle and 
an aspiration to set up multi-vector foundations for 
integration. In this context, many political experts are 

becoming inclined towards the idea that “in the global-
ization epoch, nation-states can be replaced by “region-
states”, regions constituting former countries (micro-
regions), or blocs of countries (macro-regions)”.1 And, 

1 L.S. Gagatova. 1996. “Imperii: identifikatsiia pro blemy”. 
Istoricheskie issledovaniia v Rossii. Ten dentsii poslednikh let.—
Moskva: AIRO-XX. s. 348. [L.S. Gagatova. 1996. “Empire: 
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thus, that “globalization can be achieved via regional-
ization, and not only via the interstate system”.2 Conse-
quently, a greater role for such the new centers-of-power 
is a trend within contemporary global affairs—global 
regions are gradually becoming the subjects of world 
political processes. This build-up of large integrational 
entities around the borders of geographic regions rep-
resents a transition from an international system based 
on sovereign nation-states to a system characterized by 
global convergence among the primary actors in world 
politics.

On January 1st, 2015, a new integrational union—
the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU)—was founded, 
and is currently comprised of five member-states: Arme-
nia, Belorussia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and the Rus-
sian Federation. This integrational structure aims to 
fill the “integration vacuum” that has formed in the 
post-Soviet/Eurasian space following the collapse of 
the USSR. The importance and need to create such an 
organization stems from the challenges of the modern 
geopolitical and geoeconomic situation in the world. 
Some 20 years after the collapse of the USSR, the post-
Soviet space finds itself on the outer periphery of global 
integrational space, and is viewed as something of a 

“black hole” (Z. Brzezinski) on the world integration 
map. Indeed, until recently, no truly-effective regional 
structure aimed at quickly resolving the regional and 
global problems facing the former Soviet republics had 
been created. Against this background, the EEU proj-
ect should be seen as a response to the challenges of 
the global regionalization of the post-Soviet/Eurasian 
space, and as an attempt to create an effective structure 
that would correspond to contemporary world trends 
and demands.

Global Regionalization as a New Generation 
of Regionalization
Recent decades have seen a rapid growth in globaliza-
tion, as well as regionalization. Both of these processes 
have drastically transformed the spatial contours of the 
international system, altering the geopolitical landscape 
of the XXI century. The outcome of this fusion between 
globalization and regionalization is the process often 
referred to as “global regionalization”or‘regionalization 
2.0’. This can be defined as a regionalization process 
within global space, which in practice presents a multi-
level structure (sub-, meso-, macro-regions and global 
regions) in which the “region” is a core element.3

identification of problems”. Historical research in Russia. Trends 
in recent years. Moscow: AIRO-XX: p. 348].

2 ibid.
3 O.G.Leonova. 2013. “Global'naia regionalizatsiia kak fenomen 

razvitiia global'nogo mira”. Vek globalizatsii. No1. [O.G. Leonova. 

In the era of globalization, the classical form of 
integration between territorial-states is being trans-
formed (as international regions) from one in which 
states were guided exclusively by national interests into 
global regional integration, with supranational inter-
ests coming to the forefront. This new generation of 
regionalization can be defined as “regionalization 2.0”.4 
In “regionalization 1.0”, the principle agents remained 
the nation-states, with national sovereignty the ulti-
mate principle of international relations. As a result, 
this mode of regionalization centered on sub-regional 
structures of nation-states based on a closed type of sys-
tem. By contrast, in “regionalization 2.0”, players others 
than nation-states are active, some of whom challenge 
the notion of national sovereignty. In addition to sub-
regional structures, regionalization 2.0 also comprises 
trans-regional structures, which cross territorial borders 
(the most important of which being spatial boundaries). 
With ‘Mode 2.0’, according to van Langenhove (2011), 
regionalization moves from being based on closed to 
open systems.5 This is a networked vision of regional 
multipolarity, marked by the growing importance of 
openness, transparency, multi-actorness, cross-borderness 
and multi-levelness. There are signs that “regionaliza-
tion 2.0” is already partially in evidence in 2015, and is 
becoming one of the primary trends of the global order, 
resulting in the emergence of global regions. Yet, at the 
same time, there are of course also strong forces pushing 
for the continuation of a “regionalization 1.0” approach.

The Global Region Concept: from “Territory” 
to “Space”
In the contemporary context, it is critical to take into 
account that our sense of the relationship between the 
term “region” and geographical distance has dramat-
ically changed. Some experts speak about “the end 
of geography”. According to the classical approach, a 
region refers to territorial entities that share some spe-
cific characteristics. From this perspective, regionaliza-
tion is focused on the integration of nation-states to 
the end of specific interests, such as trade, economic or 
security issues, etc.

Among scholars, however, there are now varying 
opinions about the integral importance of “territory” 
traits to the concept of a region. Geographic unity is 
no longer a determining attribute. Rather, a functional 

2013. “Global regionalization as a phenomenon of the develop-
ment of the global world”. Century of Globalization 1].

4 L.V. Langenhoven. 2011. “Towards a world of regions and states”.
5 L.V. Langenhove. 2011. Building Regions: The Regionalization 

of World Order. London: Ashgate Publishing: p. 133; L.V. Lan-
genhove. 2010 “The Regionalisation of the World. What does 
it mean for Asia?”

http://www.intelros.ru/readroom/vek-globalizacii/g1-2013/18822-globalnaya-regionalizaciya-kak-fenomen-razvitiya-globalnogo-mira.html
http://www.intelros.ru/readroom/vek-globalizacii/g1-2013/18822-globalnaya-regionalizaciya-kak-fenomen-razvitiya-globalnogo-mira.html
http://unu.edu/publications/articles/towards-a-world-of-regions-and-states.html
http://www.eucentre.sg/?p=760
http://www.eucentre.sg/?p=760
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principle is coming to the forefront, which seeks to move 
beyond an exclusive and sheer geographical approach 
to identifying a region. The term “space” is favored, as 
it seen as being free of notions of territory and able to 
absorb the new features of a “region” that are not pegged 
to a territorial map. Space is the structure that consti-
tutes a region in the course of a process of regional-
ization (this is of paramount importance in forming 

“global regions”). In this way, a region can be defined 
as a coherent entity that is not rigidly confined to ter-
ritorial constraints. Consequently, the global region is a 
space comprised of both the key features of traditional 
integration (historical, civilizational and cultural) and 
new ones typical of postmodernity (networking, com-
municational, digital, etc.). Global regions are, thus, com-
plexes of diverse spaces orientated towards each other 
around the following characteristics: common “global” 
spaces; multilevel governance; supranational nature; 
transnational networks.

Towards a “Regiopolar” World-Order?
We are in a transitional period between an international 
(inter-state) network world-order and a global region 
network world-order, in which borders do not exclu-
sively refer to geographical territory.6 It seems that the 
Westphalia system of international relations is being 
replaced by a polycentric system based on global regions. 
The concept of the polycentric world order implies that 
there will be several centers of the order at any one time. 
According to numerous analysts, the change to such a 
world order is underway, with the ascension of several 
new centers, which will come together to form a new 
collective system of governance based on international 
law and the notion of security for all. Indeed, the con-
temporary international system is already too compli-
cated to be described in the classical terms of “poles”, 
whereby poles are exclusively nation-states or an alli-
ance of a group of nation-states. The international sys-
tem is no longer exclusively state-centered, or exclu-
sively Western-centric. Polycentricity is already here.7 
In light of this, a polycentric perspective can be found 
at the heart of Russia’s incumbent foreign policy strat-
egy, with the Eurasian Economic Union an important 
dimension in this respect.

It is noteworthy that in eyes of most contemporary 
scholars that the classical concept of “pole” is inter-

6 H.J.J.G. Beerkens. 2004. Global Opportunities and Institutional 
Embeddedness: pp. 29–30.

7 O.G. Leonova. 2010. Global'nyi mir: prognoz konfiguratsii i 
mesta Rossii v nem. Futurologicheskii kongress: budushchee Rossii 
i mira. s. 203–204. [O.G. Leonova. 2010. “Global world: pros-
pects for its order and Russia’s place within it”. Futurological con-
gress: the future of Russia and the world. Moscow: pp. 203–204].

preted solely through the notion of “centers-of-power” 
and exclusively involving the classic players of inter-
national relations—states and their alliances. In other 
words, a state-centric perspective theoretically under-
lies the concept of “polarity”. However, under the con-
ditions of global regionalization, contemporary inter-
national relations are being qualitatively transformed: 
global regions and region-states are replacing nation-states 
(e.g., the European Union, etc.).8 In our increasingly 
polycentric world, a system of global regions is emerg-
ing, underwritten by the development of regional eco-
nomic, political and cultural-civilizational hubs. The 
leading scholar of regionalism, Amitav Acharya (2009) 
suggests that we should be talking about “‘regiopolar-
ity’, rather than multipolarity’,9 and that the future will 
be one of a regiopolar world-order.

However, at the current time, the formation of such 
global regions remains at a preliminary stage. Nonethe-
less, it is possible to talk about the two types of global 
regions that are emerging: region-states: confederative 
unions of several states (for example, the European 
Union, MERCOSUR); and region-economies: unions 
of economies (for example, APEC).

The Eurasian Integration Model
For centuries, the Eurasian area was a single whole. 

Before the Soviet Union, there was the Russian empire. 
As a result of this history, there is a Eurasian commu-
nity with common historical, cultural and civilian roots. 
The modern space of Eurasia, however, does not corre-
spond to the historical frameworks of the Soviet past. In 
line with contemporary global and transnational pro-
cesses, it has acquired a new spatio-temporal shape, in 
which the local and global coexist. Under these condi-
tions, the Eurasian space has certain features of a global 
region. At present, the following traits of “regional glo-
bality” are evident in the EEU project:
1. The availability of common areas (historic, civiliza-

tional, economic, etc.) to form a common space.
2. According to the EEU Treaty, a succession of supra-

national bodies will be set up. For instance, in Feb-
ruary 2013, the Eurasian Economic Commission 
became operational and represents an equivalent 
body to that of the EU’s European Commission. As 
its official web-site puts it, the Eurasian Economic 
Commission is “a permanent supranational regula-

8 N.N. Shchebarova. 2005. Razvitie globalizatsii cherez liberalizat-
siiu regional'nykh ekonomicheskikh sviazei. Biulleten' MGTU, 
Vypusk 8, No 2: s. 348–354. [N.N. Shchebarova. 2005. “Evolu-
tion of globalization via liberalization of regional economic net-
works”. Bulletin of the MGTU, Volume 8, No 2: pp. 348–354].

9 A. Acharya. 2009. Regional Worlds in a Post-Hegemonic Era. Bor-
deaux: Spirit Working Papers: 7.
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tory body of the Customs Union and Single Eco-
nomic Space”.10 EEU activity is carried out at two 
levels—interstate and direct cooperation among busi-
ness-communities. Moreover, other supranational 
structures are also to be established in the years ahead 
(for example, the Council of Republics and Govern-
ments’ Heads of the EEU, the EEU Parliament etc.).

3. The EEU project is derived from the experience of 
previous post-Soviet integration efforts, and seeks 
to take transnational considerations into greater 
account than in previous integration frameworks. 
As a result, Eurasian integration is shifting from a 
focus on a “top down”—initiatives of the political 
leaders of member-states—to a “bottom up”—aspi-
rations and initiatives from business and civil soci-
ety– approach. Indeed, a key reason for the fail-
ures of previous Eurasian integration entities was 
their totalitarian-statist nature, characterized by the 
absence of civil society and business-structures. This 
approach deprived them of the benefits of a unified 
natural environment for development (contrary to 
West-European forms of integration). That is pre-
cisely why the EEU is seeking to move beyond a 
concentration merely on state structures, by build-
ing-up Eurasian integration in relation to civil soci-
ety and business-structures.

In the last year, an interest in the EEU project has been 
evident among many countries: both ex-Soviet repub-

lics, and the countries beyond the post-Soviet space. 
Armenia11 and Kyrgyzstan joined the EEU this year, 
while Tajikistan has declared its desire to engage with 
the project as well. In addition, the geopolitical poten-
tial for the further expansion of the EEU has taken on 
a global dimension. Nearly 40 countries had expressed 
their interest in the free-trade area with the EEU, among 
which were: Vietnam, Japan, India, Syria and others.

Conclusion
The contemporary space of Eurasia does not correspond 
to the historical frameworks of its Soviet past. It has rather 
acquired a new spatio-temporal shape as a result of con-
temporary global and transnational processes, in which 
the local and global coexist. In this way, the Eurasian 
space exhibits features of being a global region (region-
state model), with significant economic and technologi-
cal potential. As a result, it has a chance to move beyond 
a function as a raw-material appendage and a peripheral 
set of states, to become an active component part of the 
world integrational system and global economic space. 
In this scenario, integration policy should not be consid-
ered as a matter of internal member-state interaction, but 
rather as an instrument for building-up a qualitatively 
new space. A space in which, on the one hand, nation-
states are unifying and dissociating themselves in rela-
tion to one another. And, on the other hand, pushes new 
actors in global Eurasian regionalization to the forefront.
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ANALYSIS

The First Steps of the Eurasian Economic Union: Disputes, Initiatives and 
Results
By Kateryna Boguslavska, Zurich

Abstract
This article examines the first six months of the Eurasian Economic Union from the perspective of its macro-
economic development and economic trade relations. It highlights that there are a number of trade disputes 
between the EEU members, and that the member states have taken steps to protect their national markets.

The Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) is not a com-
pletely new attempt at integration between its mem-

ber states. It rather can be seen as a project that is reshap-
ing old initiatives, both political and economic, into 
a new form. Its founders do not dispute its historical 
roots in previous integration initiatives, claiming that 
the EEU is a fourth institutional step—following the 
Single Economic Space, Customs Union, and Eurasian 
Economic Community1. One of the main distinguish-
ing features of today’s Union—the EEU—is its focus 
on setting common macro-economic, financial, mone-
tary and tax policy. Unlike the previous forms of inte-
gration, the EEU has a legal personality. It is also set to 
provide more freedom of movement of goods, services, 
capital and workers.

Has Any Progress Been Made Yet?
The plans to create common markets are mainly set 
with medium-term and long-term perspectives in mind. 
The most important issues, connected with establishing 
common markets on oil, gas, electricity, finance have 
been postponed for 10 years. For example, the EEU has 
outlined that members should take steps to harmonize 
their legislation platforms and create common gas and 
oil markets by 2025, and electricity by 2019. It has also 
been declared that the members have until 2025 to estab-
lish a Joint Center in Kazakhstan to regulate the EEU 
financial market. That it will take 10 years to form cer-
tain common markets illustrates that those economic 
sectors that are considered strategically important (espe-
cially for Russia) continue to function beyond the scope 
of integration. This situation has been severely criticized 
by the President of Belarus, Aleksandr Lukashenka2. 
During the EEU negotiations, he even suggested post-
poning its creation, because it was not possible to agree 
about common markets on oil and gas.

Most progress is evident within the aim of facilitat-
ing free access to the common EEU labor market. The 

1 Evraziyskiy Ekonomicheskiy Soyuz: Zachem Eto Rossii
2 Lukashenko Grozit Otkazom ot Evraziyskogo Soyuza, Trebuet 

Lgot na Neft.

members have agreed to mutually-recognize education 
degrees in certain areas and established common regu-
lations on paying income taxes. However, the deteriora-
tion in the economic situation in Russia has decreased 
the demand for further regulation of the free movement 
of people3. Some successful steps have also taken place 
in the development of a common market on construc-
tion. Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan signed a protocol 
to establish several working groups on the unification of 
the market on building construction services. Last year, 
it had been announced that a joint market on building 
construction services will be established by 2025, but 
the members have decided to start work on this earlier. 
It is expected that by the end of this year, construction 
companies will be able to fulfill their business in coun-
tries of the Eurasian Economic Union without having 
to establish new legal entities4. Belarusian construction 
companies are interested in this initiative due to the 
opportunities this would offer them to enter the Rus-
sian market. In addition, EEU technical regulations 
on railway transport were agreed on 3 February 20155.

However, the EEU still lacks some basic documents 
for facilitating integration between its members. For 
instance, an EEU trade codex has been developed, but 
its terms have not yet been agreed to by the members. 
It is expected that Tax Code will come into force by 
mid-2016.

In summary, thus far the members have been unable 
to form the most important joint markets: oil, gas and 
electricity. These questions have been postponed and 
are not listed in the EEU’s list of main priorities. As a 
result, progress has been restricted to a limited num-
bers of other spheres.

3 Jarosiewicy A., Fisher E. The Eurasian Economic Union—more 
political, less economic. January 2015, Center for Eastern Stud-
ies. OSW. Commentary.

4 Kazakhstan, Belorussiya i Rossiya Sformiruyut Edinyi Rynok 
Stroitelnykh Uslug

5 Utverzhdeny Perechni Standartov k Tekhnicheskim Reglamen-
tam Tamozhennogo Soyuza v Oblasti Zheleznodorozhnogo 
Transporta.

http://112.ua/analityka/sozdanie-eaes-tumannye-ekonomicheskie-perspektivy-i-rasshirenie-vliyaniya-rossii-69219.html
http://medialeaks.ru/news/lukashenko-predlozhil-otlozhit-sozdanie-evrazijskogo-soyuza
http://medialeaks.ru/news/lukashenko-predlozhil-otlozhit-sozdanie-evrazijskogo-soyuza
http://www.osw.waw.pl/en/publikacje/osw-commentary/2015-01-20/eurasian-economic-union-more-political-less-economic
http://www.osw.waw.pl/en/publikacje/osw-commentary/2015-01-20/eurasian-economic-union-more-political-less-economic
http://www.eurasiancommission.org/ru/nae/news/Pages/09-02-2015-1.aspx
http://www.eurasiancommission.org/ru/nae/news/Pages/09-02-2015-1.aspx
http://www.eurasiancommission.org/ru/nae/news/Pages/09-02-2015-1.aspx
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What About the Numbers?
The EEU’s first 6 months have not delivered results 
to suggest it is thriving. It has seen fierce bargaining 
between Russian and Belarus and discussions within 
Kazakhstan about its virtues. After only 2 months, the 
President of Kazakhstan said that the EEU faces signif-
icant challenges6.

During the first three months of 2015, the volume of 
internal trade between EEU members—Russia, Belarus, 
Kazakhstan and Armenia—actually declined by about 
36% in comparison with the same period last year7. 
More recent data is only available on a country level, 
but also demonstrates the same decreasing trend8. Such 
a drop in trade is causing deep concerns in Belarus9. 
Moreover, trade between Kazakhstan and the EEU also 
declined by 21% in the first quarter10.

Another concern relates to the value of the trade 
exchange between EEU countries compared to their 
total trade. In fact, in 2012 and 2013 the trade exchange 
between the EEU’s founding countries accounted for 
only 12% of their total trade. In 2014, it constituted 
around 11%. This trade is mainly based on bilateral 
agreements between Russia and other EEU member 
states11. Trade between Kazakhstan, Belarus, and Arme-
nia is very limited.

It should be noted that such negative trends were par-
tially expected. For instance, the President of Kazakh-
stan explained that they fully understood the possible 
challenges of the EEU12, while the President of Rus-
sia has stated that the EEU countries should unite and 
establish a common monetary policy, in order to cope 
with the current challenges13.

Trade Conflicts and the Protection of 
National Markets?
The EEU has encountered several problems in trade rela-
tions between its members in its first 6 months. Most of 
these problems are not new, but the new instruments of 
the EEU have not been able to resolve them.

6 Evraziyskiy Soyuz Seychas Perezhivaet Bolshie 
Ispy t ani ya—Nazarbaev

7 Torgovlya Mezhdu Stranami-Chlenami EAES Sokratilas.
8 Evrazaiyskiy Soyuz Ne Spas Belorusskuyu Ekonomiku.
9 Dinamika Tovarooborota Mezhdu Stranami EAES Vyzyvaet 

Ozabochennost
10 Tovarooborot Mezhdu Stranami EAES v Pervom Kvartale 2015 

Upal na 21%
11 Zayavleniya Dlya Pressy po Itogam Vstrechi Presidentov Rossii, 

Kazakhstana i Belorussii.
12 Nazarbaev: Evraziyskyi Soyuz Neobkhodim Nesmotrya na Pad-

eniye Tovarooborota.
13 Putin: Strany EAES Mogli by Protivostoyat Skachkam Valyut.

Trade Disputes on Quality of Agricultural Goods
Since December 2014, Belarus and Russia have been 
struggling with trade conflicts. In early December 
2014, Russia declared that Belarusian meat and dairy 
products contain antibiotics, salmonella and listeria 
and are therefore dangerous for consumption, impos-
ing an import ban on such products. Secondly, Russia 
accused Belarus of transferring and repackaging West-
ern goods  that are subject to Russian sanctions. Offi-
cially these goods are in transit from Belarus to Kazakh-
stan through Russian territory, but in practice they end 
up in Russia14. Belarus has responded to the politically 
charged ban on Belarussian meat and dairy imports 
to Russia by stepping up customs checks on Russian 
vehicles entering their territory, arguing this is a smug-
gling prevention action. The meeting between Russia’s 
Head of the Committee on Standards and the Belaru-
sian Minister of Agriculture on 12th of January failed to 
solve this ongoing trade conflict. Both sides agreed on 
the necessity of normalizing trade relations. However, 
Russia insisted on continuing its enhanced controls and 
checks of Belarusian products15. On February 6, Rus-
sia allowed the import of frozen and chilled beef from 
seven enterprises from Belarus16. However, products 
from two other companies—a Minsk and a Bobruisk 
meat processing plant—remained banned from export-
ing to Russia. Almost at the same time on February 10, 
Russia’s Service of Standards (Rosselkhoznadzor) found 
bacteria in partly salted salmon delivered from Belarus. 
This product is now banned from the Russian market17.

Meanwhile, controls on the quality of meat produc-
tion have already been imposed on Kyrgyzstan. The EEU 
Veterinary Commission has reported that meat produc-
tion in 5 local Kyrgyz enterprises do not correspond to 
existing quality standards. As of now, their production 
is not banned for export18.

The latest mutual restrictions on the trade of certain 
food products between Kazakhstan and Russia add to 
this picture of trade conflicts on agricultural goods. For 
instance, on 31 March Kazakhstan excluded 5 tons of 
Russian meat products from its market, saying that Rus-
sia was in violation of quality standards. In return, the 
Russian Service of Quality Control stated that Kazakh 
producers do not fulfill the same quality rules. Such 

14 Ryhor A., Belarus Reinstates Customs Control on the Border 
with Russia: The End of the Eurasian Union?

15 Torgovaya Voina RF Protiv Belorissii Nabiraet Oboroty.
16 Rossiya Vozobnovlyaet Postavki Govyadiny s 7 predpriyatiy 

Belorussiyi
17 Rosselhoznadzor Obnaruzhil parazitov v Partii Belorusskogo 

Lososya.
18 Vetkomissiya EAES Vyyavila Nedostatki v Myasopererabatyva-

yushchikh Predpriyatiyakh Kyrgyzstana.

http://www.segodnya.ua/world/evraziyskiy-soyuz-seychas-perezhivaet-bolshie-ispytaniya-nazarbaev-601368.html
http://www.segodnya.ua/world/evraziyskiy-soyuz-seychas-perezhivaet-bolshie-ispytaniya-nazarbaev-601368.html
http://ru.krymr.com/content/news/26935149.html
http://glav.su/news/2-politics/13259/
http://kapital.kz/economic/40766/dinamika-tovarooborota-vnutri-eaes-vyzyvaet-ozabochennost.html
http://kapital.kz/economic/40766/dinamika-tovarooborota-vnutri-eaes-vyzyvaet-ozabochennost.html
http://news.am/rus/news/266881.html
http://news.am/rus/news/266881.html
http://special.kremlin.ru/events/president/transcripts/47893
http://special.kremlin.ru/events/president/transcripts/47893
http://ria.ru/economy/20150427/1061100949.html
http://ria.ru/economy/20150427/1061100949.html
http://radiovesti.ru/article/show/article_id/167171
http://belarusdigest.com/story/belarus-reinstates-customs-control-border-russia-end-eurasian-union-20726
http://belarusdigest.com/story/belarus-reinstates-customs-control-border-russia-end-eurasian-union-20726
http://www.vedomosti.ru/companies/news/39109751/rossiya-vozobnovlyaet-postavki-govyadiny-s-7-predpriyatij
http://www.vedomosti.ru/companies/news/39109751/rossiya-vozobnovlyaet-postavki-govyadiny-s-7-predpriyatij
http://telegraf.by/2015/02/279024-rosselhoznadzor-obnarujil-parazitov-v-partii-belorusskogo-lososya
http://telegraf.by/2015/02/279024-rosselhoznadzor-obnarujil-parazitov-v-partii-belorusskogo-lososya
http://bnews.kz/ru/news/post/255460/
http://bnews.kz/ru/news/post/255460/
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restrictions on imports from Kazakhstan might be par-
tially connected with the depression of the Russian ruble 
and as a result cheap Russian production in compari-
son to Kazakhstan19. Although officially both the Rus-
sian and Kazakh authorities ask that these disputes are 
not called “trade wars”, the situation does not promote 
closer ties between two countries.

Initiatives to Protect National Markets
One of the first initiatives to protect national markets 
from EEU imports was taken by Kazakhstan on 5th 
March. Kazakhstan suspended Russian fuel and gas 
imports (such as light distillates and products, medium 
distillates, motor fuel, kerosene, diesel fuel, gasoil, 
hydraulic liquids, light oils, oils for gear wheels, elec-
tric isolation oils and other oil products, with exceptions 
for housing furnace fuel, in order to prevent a critical 
shortage) to protect its domestic market from a “sur-
plus of Russian oil products”20, due to a weakened ruble 
which has sent ripples of economic uncertainty through 
Central Asia. After the ban was implemented for 45 days 
in March, it has been prolonged several times and was 
still active as of 20th June21.

Besides Kazakhstan, Belarus has also introduced 
protection measures. Belarus refuses to supply petro-
leum products to Russia in the amounts that it had 
agreed to earlier22. Over past years, Russia sold oil to 
Belarus at domestic prices and Minsk supplied Russia 
with oil products. The plan for 2015 envisaged the supply 
of 23 million tons of oil from Russia to Belarus and 1.8 
million tons of oil products from Belarus to Russia. This 
agreement was made on establishing the EEU in Janu-
ary 2015. However, Minsk has changed its plans amid 
the ruble devaluation, as the prices for oil products in 
Russia became lower than the export parity price (export 
price minus customs duty and transport expenses). It 
has become more advantageous for Belarus to supply 
petroleum to other countries.

Sanctions Imposed by Russia and Not Supported by 
Belarus and Kazakhstan
One of the main current issues for the development of 
trade relations between the EEU member states is the 
sanctions that Russia has applied on certain goods from 
the European Union. The sanctions were imposed in 
August 2014. Russia expected that Belarus and Kazakh-

19 Torgovyi Tupik Rossii i Kazakhstana. Voyny Poka net, no Kon-
flikt Nalitso.

20 Russian Oil Products are Under Embargo in Kazakhstan.
21 Zapret na Vvoz iz RF Dizelnogo Topliva Deistvuet v RK do 20 

Iyunya.
22 Belarus Refusing to Supply Oil Products to Russia in Agreed 

Amounts.

stan would also impose the same sanctions. However, 
these countries refused to do so. As a result, Russia has 
taken additional measures to prevent European prod-
ucts from entering the Russian market through the other 
members of the EEU. According to Russian Prime Min-
ister, Dmitry Medvedev, all members should introduce 
a system of labeling for imported goods, in order to pre-
vent illegal re-exporting schemes.

Why are There Problems in Trade Relations? 
Do Factors Other Than the Economy 
Matter?
The current economic problems facing the EEU have 
been explained in detail by the President of Kazakh-
stan Nursultan Nazarbaev. He stated that the economic 
crisis in the region, the decreasing world oil price and 
sanctions against the Russian economy have had a neg-
ative impact on the development of the EEU23. Simi-
lar positions are evident in Moscow and Minsk. How-
ever, it is not only economic problems that are proving 
a challenge for the EEU. Political relations between its 
members are another serious issue that is casting doubt 
over integration in the EEU. The Russian annexation 
of Crimea and the Ukrainian conflict have sharpened 
Belarusian and Kazakh concerns about Russia’s politi-
cal and security ambitions within the EEU. In this con-
text, both are seeking to keep good relations with alter-
native partners. Kazakhstan is interested in continuing 
to pursue its self-proclaimed multi vector foreign policy, 
while Belarus seems to be on its way to partially improv-
ing its relations with the European Union.

Currently, public relations between Belarus and 
Russian are tense. During February 2015, an unusual 
increase in anti-Belarusian activity in the pro-govern-
ment Russian media and blogosphere was observed. In 
the face of the unfolding economic crisis in both Russia 
and Belarus, and with the Belarusian presidential elec-
tions scheduled for 2015, this could signal a new shift 
in the relations between Russia and the regime of Alex-
ander Lukashenko24. At the same time, Lukashenko has 
activated his so called pro-European rhetoric and even 
threatened to withdraw from the EEU if it does not suit 
Belarus’s national interests. According to his statements, 
Belarus will start to normalize and build relations with 
EU and USA. However, he also empathizes that Rus-
sia remains the closest country to Belarus25.

23 Nazarbaev: Snizhenie Eksportnykh Tsen na Energonositeli i na 
Tovary Stalo Ispytaniem dlya EAES.

24 Zapadnye Spetsslyzhby Pytayutsya Possorit Lukashenka s 
Moskvoi.

25 Lukashenko Poprosil Moskvu ne Napryagatsya iz-za Resheniya 
Minska Normalizovat Ontnosheniya s Zapadom.

http://www.kursiv.kz/news/details/retail/torgovyy_tupik_rossii_i_kazakhstana_voyny_poka_net_no_konflikt_nalitso_eksperty/
http://www.kursiv.kz/news/details/retail/torgovyy_tupik_rossii_i_kazakhstana_voyny_poka_net_no_konflikt_nalitso_eksperty/
http://www.rusmininfo.com/news/03-03-2015/russian-oil-products-are-under-embargo-kazakhstan
http://forbes.kz/news/2015/05/27/newsid_87864
http://forbes.kz/news/2015/05/27/newsid_87864
http://tass.ru/en/economy/782891
http://tass.ru/en/economy/782891
http://news.tut.by/economics/440540.html
http://news.tut.by/economics/440540.html
http://www.belaruspartisan.org/politic/290037/
http://www.belaruspartisan.org/politic/290037/
http://gazeta.ua/ru/articles/politics/_lukashenko-poprosil-moskvu-ne-napryagatsya-za-resheniya-minska-normalizovat-otnosheniya-s-zapadom/603940
http://gazeta.ua/ru/articles/politics/_lukashenko-poprosil-moskvu-ne-napryagatsya-za-resheniya-minska-normalizovat-otnosheniya-s-zapadom/603940
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Echoing Lukashenko’s threat, Kazakhstan’s Presi-
dent Nursultan Nazarbayev has also said that his coun-
try could theoretically leave the Eurasian Union, if mem-
bership would threaten the independence of Kazakhstan. 
This statement came in response to the scandalous state-
ment of the leader of the Russian liberal-democratic 
party, Vladimir Zhirinovsky, who said that Russia 
should take on the alleged anti-Russian sentiments in 
Kazakhstan, after “it will deal with Ukraine”26. Con-
cerned about possible tensions with the Russian speak-
ing minorities (21.47% of the Kazakhstan population), 
the Kazakh authorities have increased their control over 
any issue of inter-ethnic relations in the country. A case 
about pro-Russian posts on an internet social media 
site has become the subject of court investigation in 
Almaty. One author of the incriminating posts has been 
put under house arrest until the court procedures are 
finished27.

What Is the Future of the EEU?
The future progress of the EEU will depend primarily 
on Russia, as the member state that is both the most 
interested in its continued existence and with the eco-
nomic potential to subsidize the economies of the other 
members28. In the short-term, relations between Rus-
sia, Belarus and Kazakhstan may worsen as concerns 
about the speed of further integration are exacerbated. 
Recently, Russia has begun promoting the idea of estab-
lishing a common monetary market and one currency. 
However, neither Kazakhstan, nor Belarus appear to be 
ready to even follow the Russian sanctions against cer-
tain Western imports. Kazakhstan has denied any dis-
cussions on establishing a common currency market 

have taken place29. Atameken, a business association in 
Kazakhstan, has severely criticized the idea of a common 
currency30. Unlike Belarus and Kazakhstan, Armenia 
and Kyrgyzstan are second-rank members of the EEU, 
and are not in a position to oppose Russia. Their par-
ticipation in the EEU is a matter of political necessity 
and opportunities to obtain subsidies.

In spite of these inter-member problems, Russia 
is trying to increase the geopolitical role of the EEU. 
For instance, Russia is promoting further enlargement 
by starting to discuss EEU free trade agreements with 
Egypt, Iran, China, India and other countries. On 29th 
May in Kazakhstan, the EEU signed a free trade agree-
ment with Vietnam. According to the documents, EEU 
members agreed to simplify trade regimes with Vietnam 
and provide a liberalized regime for 90% of goods31. As 
of now, it is hard to predict the effectiveness of such 
agreements. However, the trend suggests that the EEU 
will seek to sign free trade agreements with many other 
countries. Dmitriy Medvedev announced that more 
than 40 countries are interested in establishing free 
trade zones with Eurasian Union32. The main purpose 
of these agreements would seem to be to boost the geo-
political interests of Russia.

Overall, the EEU has started with caution and mis-
trust in economic trade relations, as well as against a 
background of fears about giving up sovereignty. With 
Russia’s hard currency reserves rapidly depleting—due 
to low oil prices, Western sanctions and monetary inter-
ventions—the carrot and stick approach might soon 
become a one sided approach. And, if Russia refuses to 
provide financial support to the EEU, it may well follow 
the destiny of the Commonwealth of Independent States.
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Figure 1: Trade (Goods) of the Member States of the Customs Union / Common Economic 
Space with Other States (January–December 2014, bln USD)
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Figure 2: Trade (Goods) of the Member States of the Customs Union / Common Economic Space 
with Other States (January–December 2014, in % of Trade January–December 2013)
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Figure 3: Trade (Goods) of the Member States of the Eurasian Economic Union with Other 
States (January–April 2015, mln USD)
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Figure 4: Trade (Goods) of the Member States of the Eurasian Economic Union with Other 
States (January–April 2015, in % of Trade January–April 2014)
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